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About This Game

Last Encounter is a twin-stick action roguelite in deep space following a group of heroes trying to prevent the unavoidable by
cloning their ships and designing their weapons with swappable components.

Advanced technology lets you and your friends clone your avatars so death is not the end. Teleport into new sectors of space,
discovering the ever-changing, procedurally generated layouts and hazards filled with strange beings and alien environments.

Find dozens of advanced weapon components scattered throughout diverse galaxy biomes. Combine the pieces as you see fit to
create the strongest weapon in the universe.

Choose from a variety of unlockable ships and pilots and prove your skills against alien ships and bosses in the far reaches of
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space.

Last Encounter does not have predefined weapons. Dr. Daniel Connor has found a way to use alien technology through a unique
component based weapon system. Research enables you to combine components into deadly designs, like Homing Gatling

Rockets, Poison Flak Shells or the Triple Bouncing Laser Beam on the image above.

What components will you find in the depths of space? What weapons will you craft?

Your mission sends you into deep space, many galaxies from home. Since not every pilot makes it back, or very far to be
honest, Dr. Connor has a cloning device which lets him create new pilots to send on the mission.

The problem with the portals though is that they are unreliable. You will end up in the same galaxies, most likely. But that does
not mean they’ll be familiar. Every time you jump through a portal you’ll be in a galaxy sector you most likely have not seen

before

On your journey deep into unexplored sectors you will encounter both human remains and alien species. These strange beings
might join you on your adventure and grow your pool of available pilots.
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Each pilot comes with their special traits. Some of them rely on speed and agility, while others prefer raw force.

Besides pilots, you’ll also be growing your collection of space crafts in your home base. Ships have varied hulls and shields. But
what mostly makes them apart are their special abilities. Cloaking devices, EMP bombs, Weapon Augmentations, you name it!

Alien weaponry systems hold dozens of weapon components which can be designed into hundreds of weapons. With the various
weapon systems, pilots and ships there are thousands of combinations you can use to your advantage, or doom.

Although it’s perfectly acceptable for you to take on the mission by yourself, if you do prefer company, you can team up with
three more pilots in local co-op.

The friendly pilots will join in on your mission wherever you left off. You’ll be sharing the same progress, money pool and
technology resources on your adventure into the unknown.

Welcome to Last Encounter!
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If you like TD you should try this, it's fun and worth every cent.. Oh. My. Word.

I both had fun playing this and got my heart ripped out toward the end. I can't wait to see where this goes, because I'm invested
in Violet's story.. continuation of the cause and effect story arc we came to love. This time from 2nd squad's Sergeant Hartsock
as you fight your way through St. Sauveur. many feels were had.. IT IS WONDERFUL

Playable for hours.. DON'T BOTHER BUYING THIS ADD-ON. SAVE YOUR MONEY.

Absolutuely rubbish. I got excited when DTG withdrew this add-on. I thought finally they are going to fix it. But, no.

The Class 156 hasn't been fixed at all. It still used way too much fuel to be used practically. I've just this minute driven it the
appproximately 5 miles from Edinburgh Waverley to Edinburgh Park and it used 15 gallon per coach, about 14 times more than
it should. For god sakes it used two of those gallons in one minute while sat in idle at Edinburgh Waverley. It also still rolls like
the town drunk even at normal line speed and derails due to "consist tilt".

Dove Tail get your finger pulled out and fix this now!. A (for me) highly enjoyable clicker title.

As a ArchaeologicalGeographer (yeah thats one of my work titles) the theme of this clicker suits me perfectly.
Some fictional mineralogy sprinkeld with some puns\/memes\/historical objects....Yeah thats a fun title for me =)
Well worth the full asking price of 2Euros.
Now I just need get my hand back after 9 hours of mostly clicking.
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Game is lit af fam.. So overall, this game is very fun and addictive, there are many options such as Slo-Mo, Moon Gravity etc.
You can mess around with the physics and I see the game completley fine and no need for any new updates.. It's an OK game.
But it does not recognize MANY words that are real words which is extremely annoying! Also, the fact that the sushi has to be
in a straight line makes it very difficult to play the game to it's fullest potential.. A simple story line. Follow in the many
different paths. Try following the skulls at the end of each question.. Okay so I bought this from a sale, so I didn't lose too
much.

I can't recommend this game. The gameplay (what there is of it) consists of you playing a subpar card game where you summon
creatures using your cards onto a battlefield where your goal is to destroy your enemy's castle before they destroy yours. Its
rather dull.

The big feature of this game is that you level up your cards by "rubbing" them with your mouse (or controller). Originally this
was a game for mobile(Turns out it was PS Vita / PSP instead of mobile, handheld device anyway) where this rubbing made
more sense. The spots where you are supposed to rub are often in incomprehensible places and you are working under a time
limit, making it quite the challenge.

This would be alright if you could just try again, but you can't. Every time you want to rub your cards (I can't believe I'm writing
all this by the way) it costs currency. This currency is rare and hard to find. You end up having to backtrack and farm the dull
card game without progressing in the story for unreasonable periods of time, because your card power matters a lot.

I don't usually recommend using cheats, but this time around I don't see any other option. I did some research and apparently
you can get infinite resources, allowing you to focus more on the story (if that's what interests you) and less on the combat and
rubbing. I wont say how - you can figure that out yourself.

The other option is to open your purse and buy the resources with real money. Please don't do this. It isn't worth it. Edit:
Apparently you can't buy the resources on PC, but I didn't test this myself.

I can't recommend this game. The art on the cards is nice, though.. super fun best game yaaaaaaaaaaaaa. Somehow my review
got deleted, so... Review pending developer updates... The dev is actively listening to the players and making tweaks to help
improve gameplay.
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